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Key Points

• Understanding a craton’s life history requires placing it in 
dynamical context.  


• In other words, while composition and rheology matters, 
so do thickness and shape…


• …as well as timing!


• And maybe not all cratons are built to last?



Craton stability can be provided by:

•Buoyancy

•Viscosity

•Yield Strength

•Thickness

•Shape

•Proximity to weaker material 

•Combination of the above
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Stability vs Longevity
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Above the curve = stability

Below the curve = deformation

Yield Stress > Convective Stresses
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For a specific composition 
& rheology
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For stronger, more buoyant 
material
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For weaker & denser material 
(potentially modified?)
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Stability vs Longevity 
Mantle Conditions Change with Time…  
…and so do Requirements for Stability

• Thicker lithosphere promotes stability and longevity


• Only the most buoyant and strongest lithosphere is long-lived


• Modification of material properties may put some cratons on 
different trajectories


• Past conditions do not promote formation of thick, strong, 
buoyant lithosphere (assuming plate tectonics style dynamics)



Maybe plate tectonics is/
isn’t the key…
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ABSTRACT
Earth’s oldest near-surface material, the cratonic crust, is typically underlain by thick 

lithosphere (>200 km) of Archean age. This cratonic lithosphere likely thickened in a high-
compressional-stress environment, potentially linked to the onset of crustal shortening in the 
Neoarchean. Mantle convection in the hotter Archean Earth would have imparted relatively 
low stresses on the lithosphere, whether or not plate tectonics was operating, so a high stress 
signal from the early Earth is paradoxical. We propose that a rapid transition from heat 
pipe–mode convection to the onset of plate tectonics generated the high stresses required to 
thicken the cratonic lithosphere. Numerical calculations are used to demonstrate that an 
existing buoyant and strong layer, representing depleted continental lithosphere, can thicken 
and stabilize during a lid-breaking event. The peak compressional stress experienced by 
the lithosphere is 3×–4× higher than for the stagnant-lid or mobile-lid regimes immediately 
before and after. It is plausible that the cratonic lithosphere has not been subjected to this 
high stress state since, explaining its long-term stability. The lid-breaking thickening event 
reproduces features observed in typical Neoarchean cratons, such as lithospheric seismo-
logical reflectors and the formation of thrust faults. Paleoarchean “pre-tectonic” structures 
can also survive the lid-breaking event, acting as strong rafts that are assembled during the 
compressive event. Together, the results indicate that the signature of a catastrophic switch 
from a stagnant-lid Earth to the initiation of plate tectonics has been captured and preserved 
in the characteristics of cratonic crust and lithosphere.

INTRODUCTION
The surviving remnants of the Archean crust 

appear to have been formed under conditions 
of a low geothermal gradient (Burke and Kidd, 
1978) best explained by a pre–plate tectonic, 
stagnant, heat-pipe mode of mantle convec-
tion characterized by vertical tectonics and low 
convective stresses (Moore and Webb, 2013; 

Rozel et al., 2017). This crust is underlain by 
the thickened remnants of lithosphere of similar 
age (Pearson et al., 1995; O’Reilly et al., 2001) 
that form the stable, buoyant continental tecto-
sphere (Jordan, 1975). Long-term stability of 
the cratonic lithosphere requires high strength 
in addition to buoyancy to survive erosion by 
mantle convection (Lenardic and Moresi, 1999). 

We propose that cratons formed above regions 
of lithospheric foundering, predicted to have 
occurred when Earth switched from the heat-
pipe mode to a mobile-lid, plate-tectonic regime 
(Moresi and Solomatov, 1998). We argue that 
stresses of this magnitude have not been repro-
duced since the Archean, explaining the long-
term mechanical stability of the cratons and lack 
of modern examples (Fig. 1).

The initial stability of the cratonic lithosphere 
requires high compressive stresses (Cooper et 
al., 2006) to overcome its strength and buoyancy 
to thicken it to the now-observed 200–300 km 
(Pasyanos et al., 2014), which cannot be gener-
ated by any steady-state Archean mantle regime. 
Mobile-lid convection involves heat loss through 
strong oceanic geothermal gradients as a result of 
surface migration and recycling, characteristic of 
plate tectonics. In its absence, convection oper-
ates in the stagnant-lid mode (Moresi and Solo-
matov, 1998), which is dominated by conduction 
through a globally uniform boundary layer (lid). 
The heat-pipe regime is a variant of this stagnant-
lid mode, in which upward melt transport into 
and through the lid is the dominant heat-loss 
mechanism and can generate continental crust 
and highly depleted lithosphere (Moore and 
Webb, 2013; Rozel et al., 2017), consistent with 
the observed cratonic composition (O’Reilly et 
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Figure 1. Earth’s evolving lithospheric stress 
state. Maximum stress during modeled stag-
nant-lid regime is relatively low and increases 
gradually due to declining heat production. 
When widespread melting switches off, the 
stagnant lid can develop a boundary-layer 
slope, and stresses increase rapidly, reach-
ing stagnant-lid yield stress and triggering 
the lid-breaking event and initiation of plate 
tectonics, at ca. 3 Ga (Hawkesworth et al., 
2017). Archean tectonic stresses are likely to 
be ~60% smaller than today, based on varia-
tion of crustal thickness over time (Dhuime et 
al., 2015) and mantle convection scaling with 
200°C of cooling. Modeled lid-breaking event 
generates pulses of anomalously high stress 
(ranging <300 Ma after lid-breaking), which 
form strong cratonic nuclei. These anomalous 
stresses have not been reproduced since. The 
lid-breaking event explains cratonic litho-
sphere formation in an otherwise low-stress 
environment and the following stability at the 
billion-year time scale.

Beall, Moresi & Cooper, 2018
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Figure 14
Different models for destroying or recycling continental mantle. (a) Convective removal, whereby removal is
driven by buoyancy forces (thermal or chemical). These processes include delamination, foundering,
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, and edge-driven convection. (b) Basal traction, whereby basal shear stresses
drive deformation. This traction is related to the presence of thinner low-viscosity zone (LηZ) beneath
continents. Dashed line represents base of low-viscosity zone. (c) Removal facilitated by rheological
weakening, whereby the rheology of the cratonic mantle is decreased, making it easier for convective or
traction-driven removal of lithosphere. (d ) Thermomagmatic removal, a variant of convective removal. In
this mechanism, melts generated below the continental mantle intrude into the continent, increasing its
density and temperature, thereby expediting convective removal. This process is suppressed beneath
continents with thick roots because the head space for decompression partial melting is substantially
reduced. (e) Viscous drainage, wherein low-viscosity pyroxenites slide out along an inclined plane over long
geologic time periods. Blue arrows represent hydrous fluids derived from a subducting oceanic plate. Black-
and red-arrowed circles represent small-scale convection; red-arrowed circles represent convective systems
that occur at depths shallower than the solidus and therefore generate partial melts. τ , shear stress.

only are large enough to be detected seismically but also lead to dynamic topography. Lithosphere
removal beneath the North China craton could have been triggered by a collisional event (Menzies
et al. 2007).

Basal Traction
Erosion of continental lithosphere can be driven by basal shear stresses imposed by mantle flow
in the asthenosphere (Figure 14b). Basal shear stress should increase as asthenosphere thickness
decreases. If the bottom of the asthenosphere is defined globally at a relatively constant depth, then
asthenosphere thickness should vary inversely with lithosphere thickness. This process has been
proposed as a mechanism of limiting craton thickness (Cooper & Conrad 2009), but complete
destruction of cratons is unlikely because the shear stresses decrease rapidly as craton thickness
decreases.

Rheological Weakening
Weakening the rheology of continental mantle can facilitate convective removal (Figure 14c).
One way to weaken continental mantle is to rehydrate it, perhaps via the infiltration of hydrous
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Not built to last? Weakened? 
Or just the normal course?
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Erosion of Margins…
runaway process?



Key Points

• Understanding a craton’s life history requires placing it in 
dynamical context.  


• In other words, while composition and rheology matters, 
so do thickness and shape…
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